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Matt Matthes checks decompression
tanks a the start of a deep dive into

Sabak-Ha. Andrew Pitkin.

feet) and reported the same huge
void Doug and I had experienced
the day before. Joking around about
what we would tell people we had
found, we decided on nothing, a lot
of nothing.

Sheck Exley did a dive in X-Kol
Aak on July 6, 1989, with Paul

de Loach and Hilario Hiler as sup-
port. He reported a depth of 120
meters. There is a story that a Coca
Cola truck fell into it twenty years
ago. We joked about having a soda
at –120 meters, but we were con-
cerned about the dehydrating effect
of caffeinated beverages. (Dehydra-
tion increases risk of the bends.) On
November 17, the whole team went
to X-Kol Aak, some 84 kilometers
from Mérida, past the beautiful
town of Izamal. With the superb
help of the bomberos, we got all our
tanks down to the water, which is
around 8 meters below ground
level. The surface water is bright
green, but the surface conditions
did not hold us back, as we looked
forward to the crystal-clear water

that should be waiting for us
below. What we found was
an extremely strong hydro-
gen sulfide layer that started
at –45 meters and went all
the way down to the bottom
on a heavily silted talus cone
at –121 meters (397 feet).
Visibility at this depth was
around 3 meters, and it took
only a glance at each other
to get the thumbs-up sign to
get out of there. On the way
up, we had to switch from
our bottom gas to our travel
air in the upper levels of that
H2S layer, which was not
comforting, to say the least.
When we were finally above
the acid bath, we had to
wash our burning faces with fresh
water. Andrew could not see with
his burning eyes for the better part
of his decompression, and I had
numb lips for three days. Needless
to say, we didn’t find the Coca Cola
truck. After the dive, all our brass
had turned completely black, and
the once light gray cord on my pri-

mary light was dark gray, almost
black.

About 120 kilometers east of
Mérida lies the little town of

Cenotillo. The presidente of the
municipality told me about an
American who went down to the
bottom of Cenote Ucil many years
ago. This turned out to have been
Sheck Exley with support from Paul
de Loach and Hilario Hiler, on July
5, 1989. Other divers who have ex-
plored this cenote are Oliver Knab
in the spring of 1989 [see AMCS
Activities Newsletter 19, pp. 59–61,
which includes a map of the cen-
ote], and Jim Coke with Jochen and
Anne Warner on December 4, 1990.
On subsequent dives, Jim Coke,
Lorie Conlin, and Tom Young com-
piled a survey of the upper dry cave
and the cenote itself to a depth of
60 meters. The opening to a large
and dry underground chamber is
about 1 kilometer from the little
town. Inside the dome-like cham-
ber, sunbeams from a hole in the
ceiling hit the water, and trees are
growing close to the crystal-clear,
deep-blue water. It is just beautiful.

On November 18, our sherpas
helped us get all the tanks, gear, and
ropes down to a little platform at
the water’s edge. It took about an
hour to get all the lines and tanks
in. While descending, for most of
the dive we could see the circular
walls of the chimney-like sink-
hole. At –67 meters we encoun-
tered a hydrogen sulfide layer and
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